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1. a) Ft)rallp,qandr,

笠二に十3脚十2擁+佃÷g-q之互十(榔-2ひ十之)血

is the velocity for possible mo七ion of an incompI.eSSible fluid. If this mOtion is irrotational,

兄】ld

(りthe values ofp, q and r,

(ii) the velocity potential.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　【50 marksl

b) Fしnd the equation of pathlincs for a fluid flow with the velocity, ff =可3t + 1* + 2弛for

ff > 0,ひ> O and tis time.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　[30 marks]

c) S-1PPOSe the velocity of a fluid flow is given by,

些=-島中声音†鎚車重e彊acon軸

ShOW that the above represents a possible motion of an illCOmPreSSible flow.  [20 marks]

2. a) A Iong tube of length J has a slowly decreasing circular cross section. It is inclined at an

alngle 0 to the horizontal with its smaller cross-SeCtion d‘)WnWards and water flows steadily

through it from the upper to the lower end. The radillS Of the tube at its upper end is

l.5 times that of the lower end. At the lower end, the wa,ter is delivered at atmospheric

pressure 7r. If the pumping pressure is 3 times the atmospheric pressuI.e, find the speed U

cf the fluid when it leaves the tube (Assume the density of water is given by p and g is

referred to as the acceleration of gravity).　　　　　　　　　　　　　　衿O marks]

b) A fluid with density p is contalned in the region bounded by two concentric rigid spherical

亨urfaces of radius j31牒2笹> Rl)・ The fluid is initially at rest. Now, the inner surface
lrs given a sudden velocity種Where車s a constant unit vector. Assuming, in the usual

rしOtation that for the motion setup at a point having spherical polar co-OrdirlateS (γ, 0、撃)

i・n the fluid, the velocity potential is given by,

妬,0)二(Aγ十Bγ‾2)cosO; (晶≦γ≦R2),

v流ere A and B are constants. If p is a constant and motion is irrctational, find the velocity

要)Ote融・　　　　　　1　　　　　　　　　C忠発熱



C) A §50urCe and a sink of equal strength m are situaもed on the x axis distance c a,nd -C apart

respec七ively from the origin O.

(i) Find the resulting velocity potential d(γ、 O) at P(7., O) in spherical polar co-Ordinates

under axial symmetry.

(ii) Using the above system, Show that the velocity potential at P(r, G) due to the doublet

ofstrength両aces at theorlgin and alongthe ards O二O is掌・ prmark。

3.　a) In the usual notation「 SuPPOSe that v,毎o) is the stream function for the velocity field

些二こびl旦十u2J・

Sh(Ⅳ that ▽p. is perpendicular to些.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　[20 marks]

b) Considering a flow with velocity field 3! =沈-佃- 2弛,

(i) find the stream function p佃間)、

(ii) find the equation of streamlines,

(iii) sketch the streamlines you obtain in part (ii) above for t = 1. Hence, Sketch the

equipoteIltial lines using the same figure.　　　　　　　　　　　　[50 marks]

c) Obtain the velocity potential and stream function for each of the following two dimeusional

in・。七a七ional岨ows,

(i)榔(之) =l彫

(i)埴)二三　　　　　　　　　　　【30m坤

4. a) In the usual notation, state the Milne-Thomson Circle theorem"　　　　　　匝marks]

b) Let' a long infinite cylinder of radius cL be placed in a uniform stream having a velocity -U亘・

Fi霊.d

(i) the complex velocity pote血ial,

(i) the stagnatiorl POints.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　[25 marks]

c) A 《うoublet of strength /あis placed at the point Z(c,0) where c > q with its axis in the

dir'3Ction which makes an a,ngle G with the positive real axis.

Use the circle theorem to find an equivalent system for the above system.　[60 marks]
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